
Use today’s premier match-making software to 
unlock your organization’s true potential.  

Bring your people closer together 
through algorithmic networking  

Let Zenvoy help your people engage with your 
organization and each other. Design and implement 
an A.I. driven online community to help your people 
build their professional, social or internal network.

Supercharge your 
people’s engagement 
with intelligent 1-on-1 
introductions!
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Easily automate intelligent, 1-on-1 
introductions by asking the questions that 
matter most to your people.

Your people already have too much on their plate! Create an 
automated way for them to connect with other peers who share 
similar backgrounds and challenges.

Set the tone for great member connections by creating 
matching questions that identify and fulfill their needs.

Help your people meet colleagues who have the answers 
they need.
Eliminate time consuming searches for unhelpful connections.

Design an A.I. matching engine that makes quality introductions.

Create & customize your own A.I. powered 
networking algorithm.

You know your people best, choose how to introduce them. Each 
community you create on Zenvoy utilizes its own A.I. powered 
matching engine- designed by you! Your algorithm constantly 
determines how best to introduce your users. 

Prioritize introductions by topic, location, experience, etc.

View and download valuable networking statistics

Make changes to your matching engine at any time.

Host a white-labeled online networking 
community to fit your needs & brand. 

Let Zenvoy help you create a uniquely branded online networking 
community for your usership that ensures meeting the right 
colleagues is never left to chance! 

Single sign-on support & no app download required! 

Interface with user profiles, messaging, posts, news & more!

We can get your community up and running in less than a week. 

Choose your colors, upload your logos, pick your URLs & even 
include your advertisers/sponsors.

Whether it’s helping your people find new business 
opportunities, implement best practices, or just share their 
experiences, Zenvoy’s unique matching algorithms drive 
quality peer-to-peer introductions that enable your people to 
get the answers and information they need while reminding 
them of just how valuable your organization really is!

Design custom A.I. introductions to 
meet your peoples’ needs!
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